COVID-19 #StayAtHome Restrictions and Deep Vein Thrombosis: Case Report
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic triggered countermeasures like #StayAtHome initiatives, which have changed the whole world. Despite the success of such initiatives in limiting the spread of COVID-19 to #FlattenTheCurve, physicians are now confronted with the adverse effects of the current restrictive pandemic management strategies and social distancing measures.

Objective: We aim to draw attention to the particular importance and magnitude of what may be the adverse effects of COVID-19–related policies.

Methods: We herein report a case of an otherwise healthy 84-year-old woman with deep vein thrombosis (DVT) due to COVID-19–related directives. #StayAtHome policies and consequential social isolation have diminished our patient’s social life and reduced her healthy movement behaviors. The patient spent long hours in a seated position while focusing on the intensive flow of media information regarding the pandemic.

Results: Reduced mobility due to preventive social isolation during the COVID-19 pandemic was the only identified cause of the DVT.

Conclusions: While evaluating the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic and governmentally implemented containment measures, including social isolation and mobility reduction, adverse events should be considered. Digital approaches might play a crucial role in supporting public health.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a global state of emergency since the end of January 2020. The spread of this virus has rapidly and strongly affected public, economic, and private life worldwide. Extensive governmental restriction policies were implemented and the media started encouraging social distancing. The catchy phrase #StayAtHome appeared all over the world, reaching everyone through social media, television, banners, and newspapers. These strict measures in the fight against COVID-19 have led not only to social isolation, but also to enhanced restricted mobility in vulnerable groups [1,2]. This case report aims to highlight the importance of implementing preventive measures (eg, via digital approaches) to protect public health during this pandemic.
Methods

An otherwise completely healthy 84-year-old woman was admitted to the hospital due to deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in mid-April 2020. She had no pre-existing conditions, she was not taking any medication, and she did not have any cardiovascular risk factors apart from her age. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the patient was very mobile for her age; she regularly went out for shopping and walks with her husband, and was active in her church group. The patient decided to reduce her social activities as a consequence of the increasing flow of alarming information on COVID-19 infections already being reported at the end of January 2020. The appearance of the slogan #StayAtHome and consequent social isolation, along with a later-implemented governmental contact ban, have extremely diminished her social life and everyday activities. Several hours each day were spent sitting in front of the television, extensively focusing on the overwhelming flow of media information concerning COVID-19, as well as new containment measures and the pandemic’s effects on society and the economy. Due to her age and daily media information consumption, she developed anxiety about leaving her home and did not leave her apartment for 6 weeks prior to hospitalization.

Approximately 2-3 days prior to hospitalization, the patient had increasing pain and tenderness, as well as redness and swelling, in her left leg.

On the day of hospitalization, the patient called her primary care physician, who advised her not to come to his medical practice but to start immediate oral anticoagulation therapy with Dabigatran since the patient’s husband was already on this medication for atrial fibrillation. Furthermore, he referred her to the emergency department.

Results

On admission, the patient presented with redness, increasing calf temperature, and positive thrombosis signs (Wells score of 4 points). No injury or exceptional muscle use in the days before the initial pain were reported. There was no clinical evidence for hemodynamic instability or pulmonary embolism, and the patient had no history of prior thromboembolic events. Anamnestic, clinical, and diagnostic evaluation of the etiology of the DVT took place and showed no evidence of any other cause than reduced mobility due to preventive COVID-19 isolation.

Blood tests revealed leukocytosis (12.94 × 10^9/L), increased C-reactive protein (13.3 mg/L), and abnormal D-Dimer concentrations (2.38 mg/L). Doppler sonography showed a long-distance thrombosis in the small saphenous vein and posterior tibial veins in her left leg (Figure 1).

The patient was diagnosed with provoked DVT, and it was recommended that she continue the anticoagulation treatment with Dabigatran for 3 months. A 2-week hospitalization became necessary as the patient’s mobility was impaired by the DVT. Physical rehabilitation was initiated and following physiotherapeutic treatment, the patient’s mobility markedly improved. The patient was informed about the most likely cause of her condition and instructed to maintain her physical activity at home by using the stairs on a daily basis and taking walks in the neighborhood while adhering to protection rules.

Figure 1. Ultrasound of the left lower extremity showing noncompression of the left saphenous vein (red arrows) and left posterior tibial vein (yellow arrows), as well as a visible thrombus in the lumen. Panel A and Panel B show a well-formed Thrombus in two different locations.
Discussion

To our knowledge, we herein report for the first time a case of DVT as a result of #StayAtHome directives and preventive social isolation during the COVID-19 pandemic in octogenarians. No other cause than the reduction of physical mobility due to preventive social isolation was identified.

Restrictive policies including social distancing have been implemented by the government, with the aim of reducing the transmission of COVID-19 and keeping the mortality rate low [3]. However, since this is the first larger worldwide pandemic in the last 100 years [4,5], it is crucial to take into consideration that #StayAtHome directives themselves can have adverse effects, such as a reduction in physical activity and the accompanying consequences. These include not only physical issues (eg, an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases and thromboembolism), but also psychological effects and the impairment of public well-being [6-8].

As illustrated by this case, adverse patient outcomes like DVT can be traced directly to the effects of #StayAtHome directives [9]. Next to seated immobility in relation to travel, work, or computer gaming, a sedentary lifestyle due to COVID-19 restrictions could present as another cause of seated immobility thromboembolism (SIT) [9,10]. Therefore, effective prevention and protection concepts are indispensable during the COVID-19 pandemic, especially for vulnerable and older patients [11-13].

The COVID-19 pandemic has already lasted for several months, adverse effects have already been discussed in scientific forums, and nonpublic institutions have implemented prevention programs (eg, home workout instructions), which have shown that adequate prevention programs are possible while adhering to transmission reduction rules. Nevertheless, governmental policies still lack sufficient consideration of how to integrate measures for adopting positive health-related behaviors into the pandemic management strategy [14]. New strategies including population-wide thrombosis prophylaxis performed at home (such as practicable mobility programs on public television or the enhanced use of digital preventive medicine) should be developed, with special attention paid to the older adult population. Teleworking and teleschooling are already playing a crucial role in this pandemic situation, while integration of telehealth into public health management is, generally speaking, overdue [15,16]. Digital health apps could play an essential role for both psychological issues and physical conditioning [17]. In addition, quality social interactions using telecommunication should be supported since they are negatively associated with the deterioration of physical and psychological health [18]. Moreover, it is important to develop simple and safe solutions (eg, via public television, radio, telephone, newspapers, or flyers) for older people who are not confident using new digital technologies [11].

During this crisis, the implementation of digital approaches to protect public health and avoid an increased mortality rate due to pandemic-related measures is of particular importance [19,20]. We suggest that instead of #StayAtHome, the message could be #StayHomeKeepMoving.
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Abbreviations

DVT: deep vein thrombosis
SIT: seated immobility thromboembolism